New front Connected FT-1F

FT-1F front connected Flexitest Switches and associated Test Plugs provide a safe, simple, fast, and reliable method to isolate and service installed equipment.

All the safety and convenience of the standard FT-1 with front connections

The FT-1F is ordered by using the same style information as the standard FT-1 using an F prefix. A CF prefix provides clear cover with screw terminals.

The FT-1F is rated at 600 volts and 30 amperes.

The FT-1F meet or exceed all requirements of ANSI/IEEE Standard C37-90.

The FT-1F can be surface mounted or mounted to the unistrut with adapter plate.

Example Style Number
F129A501G01

Style Prefix

Basic Style * equivalent to standard FT-1 style with F prefix

S = Black cover, stud & nut terminals
C = Clear cover, screw terminals
CS = Clear cover, stud & nut terminals

* = Basic Style FT-1F comes with black cover, screw terminals
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